Heads Up

OCTOBER 17, 2022

ACROSS
1. It stores supplies
10. Iranian human rights defender who won the 2003 Nobel Peace Prize
12. Process still used to separate the parts of a cranium, for study or sale
14. Alpine __ Museum (Begunje na Gorenjskem, Slovenia site)
15. Defective
16. Pampered person?
18. Writer Rand
19. Prefix with friendly
20. Dutch city
21. atlasobscura.com, e.g.
22. Warms up
24. Nutritional fig.
25. Mid-day appointments
28. Steamed Tex-Mex dishes
31. Broadway show’s opening
33. With 34-Across, “miracle cure” that consisted of five pounds of crushed human craniums
34. See 33-Across
35. Abbr. in a “Help Wanted” ad
36. Hotel courtyards
40. Two truths and a __
41. Jean-Luc Picard’s show, for short
42. National Museum of Dentistry display
43. Mult. choice choice
44. Signal for help
46. Syringe amts.
47. Unit of energy
48. Army outfit
51. Blow away
52. Dia de __ (holiday that features plenty of this puzzle’s theme)

DOWN
1. Moo ___ pork
2. Up to, informally
3. Fl. city where you can definitely get a Dole Whip
4. Those poking fun
5. Intertwine
6. Take back again
7. MD who delivers a baby
8. Kind of non-dairy milk
9. 1501, in Roman numerals
10. Some topical creams
11. Meddling
12. Go to the moon
13. The Four Mother ___ (Celtic sculpture in the Museum of London)
14. Hot spot
17. Pick on
22. Test for some high school jrs.
23. Opened one’s mouth for an exam
26. External world, in philosophy
27. College dept.
30. Lacking + or -, electrically
37. Mexican beer
38. Head of a par
39. Tennis linesman’s assertion
45. ___ musubi (quick Hawaiian snack)
47. Termini
49. Sch. in Baton Rouge
50. Yoko ___

Solutions can be found on atlasobscura.com